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Executive SummaryExecutive SummaryExecutive SummaryExecutive Summary    

Programme overviewProgramme overviewProgramme overviewProgramme overview    

Young Movers (YoMo) is a community-based youth organisation that has operated in North-East 

Glasgow for 16 years and has recently built up a presence in the North-West of the city. It runs a 

series of programmes supporting vulnerable young people aged 12-15 years, including its 

Mental Health and Wellbeing programme, and the Youth Health Champions programme.  

Youth Health Champions has been operational since 2018, and the Mental Health and Wellbeing 

programme was established in response to the Coronavirus pandemic. The programme includes 

a Walk and Talk, Your Resilience, and Art for Mental Health and Wellbeing programmes. Walk and 

Talk provides one-to-one support and the other programmes are delivered through group-

based activities. 

These programmes receive funding from the Glasgow City Health and Social Care Partnership 

(GCHSCP), and the National Lottery Community Fund. The funding enabled YoMo to expand its 

services across all three GCHSCP localities in 2022/23. In addition, some organisations, such as 

schools, pay a fee to receive support from YoMo which generates revenue for the organisation 

and helps to support delivery. 

Purpose of the evaluationPurpose of the evaluationPurpose of the evaluationPurpose of the evaluation    

Due to the rapid recent expansion of the programme, the GCHSCP wished to understand the 

impact the programme is having. As a result, it commissioned Blake Stevenson Ltd. to conduct an 

external evaluation of the programme which aimed to: 

• evaluate the added value of the mental health programme as a whole. 

• provide an external evaluation of the Youth Health Champions element of the 

programme that can inform future funding bids. 

In conducting the evaluation, Blake Stevenson undertook desk research, analysed data from 

YoMo’s Upshot system, conducted face-to-face interviews with staff, conducted telephone 

interviews with two partner organisations, and conducted face-to-face interviews with Mental 

Health and Wellbeing programme participants and with Youth Health Champions. In addition, we 

conducted a cost/benefit analysis, to the extent that was possible within the constraints of the 

data available. 

Key findingsKey findingsKey findingsKey findings    

Overall, feedback about both programmes is overwhelmingly positive and the services being 

offered are meeting demand in the areas they serve. They are highly valued local services. There 

is evidence that the programme is more flexible in its delivery model than other local services, 

allowing a wider age range of young people to receive support, and delivering support, through 

Walk and Talk in particular, at a time and in a location suited to each young person. The 

approach taken is highly supportive and flexible to encourage participation.  Key factors for 
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success are illustrated in the diagram below (further details of these is provided in the main 

report): 

 

Overall, there is a sense from partner organisations and the young people themselves that the 

programmes being offered are able to be tailored to individual need to a greater extent than 

some other local services. In addition, partners spoke positively about YoMo’s ability to respond 

to referrals quickly, with young people able to start to receive support very shortly after being 

referred to them. 

Demand for servicesDemand for servicesDemand for servicesDemand for services    

There has been a strong demand for the programmes being offered and the organisation is 

approaching the point where a waiting list may be necessary. YoMo’s recent expansion into 

North-West Glasgow has been successful, with strong indications of a need for this type of 

support in this area.  

However, current levels of demand are putting pressure on staffing resources, and as a result 

YoMo is currently exploring opportunities to build its capacity through the use of volunteers, 

particularly in relation to the Walk and Talk programme, which has significant potential as Walk 

and Talk is a delivery model which would lend itself well to the use of volunteers.  

Added valueAdded valueAdded valueAdded value    

Those partner organisations consulted during the research confirmed that YoMo provides 

services which are additional to other services available in their areas of operation. YoMo is 

reaching young people who are highly vulnerable and socially isolated, living in areas of multiple 

deprivation, and who are not willing or able to access other services available. They have little or 

no waiting times for services and are able to work with a wide age range of participants. 

The flexible, responsive delivery models being employed by YoMo are central to this added value, 

as is the flexibility in relation to duration of support which is driven by the young people 

themselves (up until their 25th birthday). 
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Challenges in deliveryChallenges in deliveryChallenges in deliveryChallenges in delivery    

YoMo’s services have expanded rapidly in response to needs arising from the pandemic. This has 

resulted in the organisation needing to develop its capacity at pace, and in doing so some 

challenges in implementation have been encountered. The greatest challenge has occurred in 

relation to monitoring and evaluation which has not kept pace with these changes. There is now 

an urgent need for YoMo to improve its recording of data to ensure that information related to 

delivery and impact can be easily extracted and analysed. Information is currently being 

gathered, but it is being recorded in inconsistent ways which has made analysis of quantitative 

and impact data for this evaluation challenging. YoMo recognises these challenges and is now in 

the process of improving their monitoring and evaluation systems. 

The very individualised approach taken, and the long period of support available to young 

people, is a real selling point of the programmes YoMo offers. However, the ways in which this 

model is being delivered does present some risk that participants become too dependent on 

YoMo and on particular members of staff within the organisation. This is something the 

organisation should be conscious of avoiding. Support to progress onto other opportunities is a 

feature of YoMo’s work and it is important that this remains a goal for the young people they 

support.   

ImpactImpactImpactImpact    

Despite these challenges, YoMo is making an important contribution to the mental health 

support landscape and complements other services being delivered in its areas of operation. 

Qualitative feedback gathered during this evaluation shows that it is having a significant impact 

on those young people it supports. YoMo does not currently have one consistent set of outcomes 

that each programme is working to achieve and we would encourage them to establish these for 

future. However, it is clear from the evaluation that the main focus of their work is on reducing 

social isolation and improving mental health and wellbeing. From the research, we were able to 

identify four key outcomes which are being delivered across the programmes currently. These 

are: 

• Young people are less socially isolated than previously 

• Young people are more confident 

• Young people have improved mental health and wellbeing 

• Young people have acquired new skills and are more employable 

There is ample anecdotal evidence that these are being successfully delivered, as illustrated in the 

case studies included in this report, but it is important that YoMo now develops a data recording 

system that allows these outcomes to be measured and captured robustly and in a way which can 

be easily demonstrated to funders in future.  
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RecommendationsRecommendationsRecommendationsRecommendations    

Below, we set out recommendations that will help to ensure that the organisation continues to 

build on the success it has had to date as it expands its services more widely: 

Recommendation 1:Recommendation 1:Recommendation 1:Recommendation 1:    Continue to develop the model of using volunteers to deliver support 

through Walk and Talk, drawing on external support to ensure that volunteers have the skills and 

confidence to undertake their role effectively. It will be important to ensure that volunteers also 

have the confidence and skills to enable them to collect monitoring data on behalf of YoMo. 

Recommendation 2:Recommendation 2:Recommendation 2:Recommendation 2: Agree a set of outcomes for YoMo as a whole, and for each individual 

programme. We anticipate that there will be significant overlap between these outcomes, which 

could be informed by those outcomes we have identified in this report. 

Recommendation 3:Recommendation 3:Recommendation 3:Recommendation 3: Develop a monitoring and evaluation plan that is outcomes-focussed and 

includes timeframes for data collection, and clarity in relation to responsibilities for data 

collection. The monitoring and evaluation plan should include: 

• Outcomes (changes the programme wishes to effect) 

• Indicators (measure which show whether the programme is achieving the desired 

change) whether the project is achieving the desired change) 

• Activities (what is being delivered to achieve outcomes) 

• Sources of evidence (which will prove that outcomes are being delivered) 

• Evaluation methods  

• Staff responsible for undertaking monitoring tasks 

Recommendation 4:Recommendation 4:Recommendation 4:Recommendation 4: Introduce a robust, consistent process for establishing a baseline position 

with regards to YoMo’s outcomes when a participant first joins a YoMo programme and use this 

as the basis for measuring progress against at regular intervals (to be agreed and may vary by 

programme). 

Recommendation Recommendation Recommendation Recommendation 5555:::: Overhaul Upshot to ensure that the following data (at minimum) is regularly 

and systematically collected (currently data is being collected, but it is not systematic or in one 

place): 

Participant data:Participant data:Participant data:Participant data:    

• Participant start date with YoMo 

• Participant end date with YoMo 

• Participant date of birth 

• Participant address and postcode 
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• Source of referral 

• Reasons for referral 

• Participant data on protected characteristics 

• Programmes that participant takes part in and number of sessions they attend for 

each programme 

• Benchmarking data on outcomes when participant joins programme 

• Data on progress against outcomes by programme (frequency of outcomes data 

collection to be decided by YoMo but we would suggest every three or six months 

depending on duration on the programme) 

• Information relating to onward referral 

Programme data:Programme data:Programme data:Programme data:    

• Dates and times of sessions by programme 

• Locations of sessions 

• Number of participants in each session 

• Outcomes data by programme (aggregated up from participant outcomes data) 

• Costs per programme 

    

Recommendation Recommendation Recommendation Recommendation 6666:::: Continue to build the profile of YoMo in local communities by building on 

the awareness raising activities already being undertaken with partner organisations. 

 

Recommendation 7:Recommendation 7:Recommendation 7:Recommendation 7: Continue to develop relationships with partner organisations in areas of 

operation to ensure a wide range of referral routes into and out of YoMo. 
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1.1.1.1. IIIIntroductionntroductionntroductionntroduction    

1.1 Young Movers (YoMo) is a community-based youth organisation that has operated in 

North-East Glasgow for 16 years and has recently built up a presence in the North-West 

of the city.  

1.2 It runs a series of programmes supporting vulnerable young people aged 12-15 years, 

including the Youth Health Champions programme which is the subject of part of this 

evaluation. In addition, in response to the Coronavirus pandemic, YoMo developed a 

range of mental health and wellbeing services for young people in the community 

including its Walk and Talk Programme, and a range of group-based activities which also 

form part of this evaluation. 

1.3 All of these programmes receive funding from the Glasgow City Health and Social Care 

Partnership (GCHSCP), and the National Lottery Community Fund. The funding enabled 

YoMo to expand its services across all three GCHSCP localities in 2022/23. In addition, 

some organisations, such as schools, pay a fee to receive support from YoMo which 

generates revenue for the organisation and helps to support delivery. 

1.4 As the service expands, the GCHSCP wishes to understand and demonstrate the impact 

the programme is having on the landscape of young people’s mental health and 

wellbeing support and services in Glasgow City HSCP. As a result, it commissioned Blake 

Stevenson Ltd. to conduct an evaluation of the programme. The main aims of the 

evaluation are to: 

• To evaluate the added value of the mental health programme as a whole. 

• To provide an external evaluation of the Youth Health Champions element of the 

programme that can inform future funding bids. 
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MethodsMethodsMethodsMethods    

1.5 The following diagram illustrates the 3-stage approach we applied to conduct the 

evaluation. 

 

 

 

1.6 In addition to undertaking desk-based research, we conducted interviews with six 

members of the YoMo staff team (a mix of leadership and delivery staff), interviewed 15 

YoMo participants across the range of interventions covered by the evaluation, 

interviewed one parent and one grandparent of participants, and spoke with 

representatives of two partner organisations that refer into YoMo.  
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2.2.2.2. Programme overviewProgramme overviewProgramme overviewProgramme overview    

IntroductionIntroductionIntroductionIntroduction    

2.1 YoMo’s Mental Health and Wellbeing Programme supports young people aged 12-25 

years old. It launched in March 2022 as a response to the COVID-19 pandemic and the 

negative impact this had had on young people’s mental health and wellbeing. These 

services have developed rapidly and with all of the challenges associated with a 

programme set up during and in response to the pandemic. The programmes are 

continuing to evolve in response to need.  

2.2 The programme comprises a number of elements of support including: 

• Walk and Talk: a 1:1 session with a member of staff for approximately an hour per 

week offering a listening ear and support with stress management and positive 

thinking.   

• Your Resilience Programme: a group programme developed by Mental Health UK for 

up to 12 young people  

• Art for Communication and Wellbeing: a group programme for up to 12 young 

people promoting wellbeing through creativity 

• Youth Health Champions: a peer educator programme developing young people’s 

knowledge and skills in a variety of health topics 

2.3 The different elements of the programme work together so that young people can move 

between different areas of support as appropriate. 

2.4 Young people are referred to the programme through various routes including Social 

Work, Community Links Workers, 3rd sector partners, Family Liaison Workers and Pastoral 

Care Workers. Young people can also self-refer to the programme. 

2.5 While the programme is open to all young people meeting the age criteria and criteria for 

support, in practice due to the areas that the programmes operate in, the majority of 

participants are living in areas of multiple deprivation. 

2.6 All staff participating in YoMo’s programme delivery have been trained in basic mental 

health support and some have also participated in Scotland's Mental Health First Aid: 

Young People (SMHFA: YP) which is an evidence-based blended learning course for adults 

who support young people between the ages of 11-17. In addition, YoMo staff have 

regularly participated in ongoing training provided by the Health Improvement Team at 

the HSCP. Staff are also provided with counselling and group sessions to ensure they have 

the support they need when working with vulnerable and sometimes distressed young 

people. 
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2.7 In the next section we provide an overview of each element of support covered by this 

evaluation (separate findings related to the Youth Health Champions Programme are 

detailed separately in Chapter 4 of the report): 

Walk and TalkWalk and TalkWalk and TalkWalk and Talk    

2.8 The Walk and Talk programme provides one-to-one support to young people aged 12 to 

25. The young people are mostly experiencing isolation and loneliness, exacerbated by 

the pandemic, and lack confidence. YoMo staff meet young people outside for a walk and 

talk session for around an hour weekly. They act as a “listening ear” and offer support 

with stress management and positive thinking.   

2.9 YoMo staff explore with the young people ways to build their confidence and self-esteem 

through encouraging them to invest in their own self-care. In addition, young people are 

given the opportunity to get involved in other activities being delivered by YoMo, for 

example the Youth Health Champions Programme, volunteering services or other 

opportunities to connect with other young people and their community. 

    Your ResilienceYour ResilienceYour ResilienceYour Resilience    

2.10 The Your Resilience programme covers 6 different topics each with a focus on young 

people developing their mental health resilience. The programme was developed by 

Mental Health UK with input from young people across the country. The programme 

equips young people with the tools and knowledge to maintain their mental health. While 

sessions are stand-alone, young people are encouraged to attend all sessions to gain 

maximum impact from the intervention. The workshops involve a combination of group 

work, discussions, written tasks, and some solo work.  

Art Art Art Art for Communication andfor Communication andfor Communication andfor Communication and    WellbeingWellbeingWellbeingWellbeing    

2.11 The Art for Communication and Wellbeing programme was developed to support young 

people with low self-esteem, isolation and mental health issues. It gives young people an 

opportunity to explore people’s resistance to developing creativity and develop an 

understanding of the benefits of self-expression. The programme provides a safe and 

positive space for young people to express their emotions; promotes emotional literacy; 

and allows young people to use art as a way to reduce stress, to boost confidence and aid 

the development of personal skills. 

Participation RatesParticipation RatesParticipation RatesParticipation Rates    

Walk and Talk 

2.12 32 young people took part in Walk and Talk between June and December 2022. Out of 27 

young people for whom postcode data was available, 93% lived in areas which fell within 

the 30% most deprived areas in Scotland (using the English Indices of Multiple Deprivation 

system, which is the data set being used within their Upshot database). 
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Mental health and wellbeing groups 

2.13 Between March and September 2022/23, 77 young people had participated in YoMo’s 

mental health and wellbeing programmes. Table 1 below provides a breakdown of 

participant numbers by each of the individual components of the programme during that 

period: 

Table Table Table Table 1111    ParticipaParticipaParticipaParticipation rates in tion rates in tion rates in tion rates in Mental Health and Wellbeing Mental Health and Wellbeing Mental Health and Wellbeing Mental Health and Wellbeing GroupsGroupsGroupsGroups    

Type of sessionType of sessionType of sessionType of session    LocalityLocalityLocalityLocality    Location of Location of Location of Location of 

sessionsessionsessionsession    

Duration of Duration of Duration of Duration of 

Programme Programme Programme Programme 

(weeks)(weeks)(weeks)(weeks)    

Participant Participant Participant Participant 

numbers numbers numbers numbers     

Art for Communication 

& Wellbeing 

South 

Locality 

British Red 

Cross 

6 10 

Art for Communication 

& Wellbeing 

South 

Locality 

Epilepsy 

Scotland 

4 6 

Art for Communication 

& Wellbeing 

South 

Locality 

ADHD 

Glasgow 

4 6 

Art for Communication 

& Wellbeing 

North East 

Locality 

Pavilion 6 6 

Art for Communication 

& Wellbeing 

North East 

Locality 

Royston 

Youth Action 

6 10 

Art for Communication 

& Wellbeing 

North East 

Locality 

YoMo In-

House 

2 x ½ 

days 

6 

Art for Communication 

& Wellbeing 

North West 

Locality 

Dumbarton 

Road 

Corridor 

3 13 

Art for Communication 

& Wellbeing 

Northwest 

Locality 

Abercorn 

Secondary 

School 

weekly 8 

            Sub Sub Sub Sub 

totaltotaltotaltotal    

65656565    

Your Resilience  YoMo Calton 

Group 

6 

 

 

Your Resilience  East Bank 

Academy 

6 

 

 

            Sub Sub Sub Sub 

totaltotaltotaltotal    

12121212    

            TotalTotalTotalTotal    77777777    
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2.14 While data sets are not fully complete for this cohort of participants, it is clear from the data 

that is available that the vast majority of young people participating in these sessions were 

living in areas of multiple deprivation. For example, 100% of 53 participants participating in 

Art for Communication and Wellbeing lived in Scottish Index of Multiple Deprivation (SIMD) 

areas 1-4, meaning they are likely to have significantly fewer resource and opportunities 

available to them than young people living in areas with less deprivation. Similarly, all 

participants in Your Resilience were living in SIMD areas 1-4. 

2.15 While the location and composition of sessions vary from the original funding agreement 

with GCHSCP, the overall number of sessions and levels of participation are at least as 

high as had been anticipated at the point of grant award. This variation is due to YoMo 

delivering sessions in response to the needs of the young people being supported. In 

practice, for example, there has been more demand for Art for Communication and 

Wellbeing than had been anticipated at the point of agreeing funding, and Your Resilience 

has been found to be more suited to a school setting. 

Referral processesReferral processesReferral processesReferral processes        

2.16 YoMo works in partnership with a range of other organisations to recruit young people to 

their programmes. Promotional activity is undertaken regularly by staff, and local 

organisations refer directly to the programmes. Young people also self-refer into the 

programme.  

2.17 Referral data was available for the Walk and Talk programme which showed that between 

April and September this year, four referrals were made to the programme by schools, 

and 21 referrals were made by GPs, school nurses, and other health professionals. 

2.18 The two Third Sector partner organisations we consulted during this evaluation spoke 

positively about the speed at which participants were able to start participating on YoMo’s 

programmes after referral. They compared it favourably to other local providers, some of 

which had considerably longer wait times and were therefore not suited to a young 

person in distress and in urgent need of support. 

Eligibility criteria and pEligibility criteria and pEligibility criteria and pEligibility criteria and presenting issuesresenting issuesresenting issuesresenting issues    

2.19 Beyond age, there are no specific eligibility criteria for taking part in the programme but 

all of the young people YoMo supports have experienced some kind of challenge in their 

lives. Often, these include being socially isolated, lacking confidence, or having 

experienced bullying or trauma of some kind. Young people usually present to the 

programmes with a range of complex personal issues. Table 2 on the next page shows 

presenting issues between April and September this year: 
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Table Table Table Table 2222: : : : Participant PreseParticipant PreseParticipant PreseParticipant Presentingntingntingnting    IssuesIssuesIssuesIssues        

    

*Some young people presented with more than one of the issues listed above. 

 

Programme needProgramme needProgramme needProgramme need    

2.20 It is clear from the data, and from the interviews we conducted with participants and 

partner organisations, that YoMo is reaching young people that no other local services are 

reaching. The young people supported by YoMo were frequently so socially isolated on 

referral that they would not access any other services.  

2.21 Some of the ways in which YoMo is distinct from other local services includes being 

flexible in relation to the length of time that a young person remains with the service, 

providing a level of support and hand-holding that other local services do not have the 

capacity to offer, and offering services which are flexible in relation to delivery times and 
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locations. In addition, they support a wider age-range than many other services and offer 

a service which is not time-limited. 

“I was discharged from CAMHS and they suggested YoMo. CAMHS discharged me quite “I was discharged from CAMHS and they suggested YoMo. CAMHS discharged me quite “I was discharged from CAMHS and they suggested YoMo. CAMHS discharged me quite “I was discharged from CAMHS and they suggested YoMo. CAMHS discharged me quite 

quickly and I didn’t know where else to go, being not quite 18 there isn’t a lot of support quickly and I didn’t know where else to go, being not quite 18 there isn’t a lot of support quickly and I didn’t know where else to go, being not quite 18 there isn’t a lot of support quickly and I didn’t know where else to go, being not quite 18 there isn’t a lot of support 

available to me,available to me,available to me,available to me,    but I met the criteria for YoMo.”but I met the criteria for YoMo.”but I met the criteria for YoMo.”but I met the criteria for YoMo.”    (Participant)(Participant)(Participant)(Participant)    

2.22 The two partner organisations we consulted during the research confirmed that YoMo fills 

a gap in local services. 

““““It is the only service in the area that is really 1:1 in the way YoMo is. It is the only service in the area that is really 1:1 in the way YoMo is. It is the only service in the area that is really 1:1 in the way YoMo is. It is the only service in the area that is really 1:1 in the way YoMo is. I really don’t knoI really don’t knoI really don’t knoI really don’t know w w w 

what we would do without them.what we would do without them.what we would do without them.what we would do without them.    I have tried referring to befriending services but it just I have tried referring to befriending services but it just I have tried referring to befriending services but it just I have tried referring to befriending services but it just 

wasn’t as good.wasn’t as good.wasn’t as good.wasn’t as good.” (” (” (” (Partner)Partner)Partner)Partner)    

“YoMo goes up to an older age range than some of the services locally which is good.” “YoMo goes up to an older age range than some of the services locally which is good.” “YoMo goes up to an older age range than some of the services locally which is good.” “YoMo goes up to an older age range than some of the services locally which is good.” 

(Partner)(Partner)(Partner)(Partner)    

2.23 While YoMo is currently able to meet the demand, they are rapidly moving towards a 

point where a waiting list may be necessary. As a result, the organisation is considering 

how they can grow their capacity and is exploring opportunities to recruit volunteers to 

provide support to their Walk and Talk programme. 

Format of the programmesFormat of the programmesFormat of the programmesFormat of the programmes    

2.24 All of YoMo’s mental health and wellbeing programmes, except Walk and Talk, are 

group-based, with meetings held weekly. The duration of each of these programmes 

varies and the group times and dates are set according to the need of the groups. 

2.25 Walk and Talk is delivered through an entirely different model. The format of Walk and 

Talk is one of YoMo’s unique selling points and stands out as a model of good practice 

which is resulting in positive outcomes. The Walk and Talk sessions last one hour per 

week and are held at a time and location to suit individual young people. As the name 

suggests, a YoMo worker meets the young person, and takes them on a walk whilst 

talking to them about areas of interest or concern.  

“It’s me time, I am quite a closed person, but I can open up a little on a walk, I feel at “It’s me time, I am quite a closed person, but I can open up a little on a walk, I feel at “It’s me time, I am quite a closed person, but I can open up a little on a walk, I feel at “It’s me time, I am quite a closed person, but I can open up a little on a walk, I feel at 

ease, I like walking.”ease, I like walking.”ease, I like walking.”ease, I like walking.”    (Participant)(Participant)(Participant)(Participant)    

2.26 Participants and partners were all very positive about the format, noting the benefits of 

fresh air, the lack of eye contact resulting from walking side by side, widening the young 

person’s knowledge of their local area, and the health benefits of going for a walk. 

“YoMo is a very simple idea but so very effective, it has been a god send, came at just the YoMo is a very simple idea but so very effective, it has been a god send, came at just the YoMo is a very simple idea but so very effective, it has been a god send, came at just the YoMo is a very simple idea but so very effective, it has been a god send, came at just the 

right timeright timeright timeright time, being away from phones, being outdoors clears the mind., being away from phones, being outdoors clears the mind., being away from phones, being outdoors clears the mind., being away from phones, being outdoors clears the mind.””””    (Participant)(Participant)(Participant)(Participant)    

“Walking with Caitlin helps me clear my head, before YoMo I would only walk my dog “Walking with Caitlin helps me clear my head, before YoMo I would only walk my dog “Walking with Caitlin helps me clear my head, before YoMo I would only walk my dog “Walking with Caitlin helps me clear my head, before YoMo I would only walk my dog 

round the block, I now go on bigger walks and go outside by myself, I never went on a round the block, I now go on bigger walks and go outside by myself, I never went on a round the block, I now go on bigger walks and go outside by myself, I never went on a round the block, I now go on bigger walks and go outside by myself, I never went on a 

bus beforebus beforebus beforebus before,,,,    now I travel 40 minutes on the bus to go to Health Champs, it’s really helped now I travel 40 minutes on the bus to go to Health Champs, it’s really helped now I travel 40 minutes on the bus to go to Health Champs, it’s really helped now I travel 40 minutes on the bus to go to Health Champs, it’s really helped 

my confidencemy confidencemy confidencemy confidence....    I would never have attended college without YoMo.”I would never have attended college without YoMo.”I would never have attended college without YoMo.”I would never have attended college without YoMo.”    (Participant)(Participant)(Participant)(Participant)    
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2.27 Partners also emphasised the importance of the support being 1:1. One partner, for 

example, felt that the support was more tailored to individual need that other services in 

their area. Partners were also positive about the less formal approach that YoMo takes to 

providing support: 

“CAMHS and school counselling is more formal. YoMo is a more flexible “CAMHS and school counselling is more formal. YoMo is a more flexible “CAMHS and school counselling is more formal. YoMo is a more flexible “CAMHS and school counselling is more formal. YoMo is a more flexible type of service.type of service.type of service.type of service.””””    

(Partner)(Partner)(Partner)(Partner)    

Onward referralsOnward referralsOnward referralsOnward referrals    

2.28 While many participants continue to receive support from YoMo for extended periods of 

time, which is welcomed by partner organisations, ultimately young people are 

encouraged to move on and are supported to do so. In the period covered by this report, 

YoMo has provided ongoing referrals to a wide range of organisations as shown in the 

table below:  

Table 3Table 3Table 3Table 3::::    Onward referralsOnward referralsOnward referralsOnward referrals    

Referred to:Referred to:Referred to:Referred to:    Number of peopleNumber of peopleNumber of peopleNumber of people    referred referred referred referred     

Women’s Aid 1 

GAMH 2 

Housing associations 3 

Independent Living Fund 1 

Social Work 2 

Autism support 1 

Foodbanks 3 

Advocacy services 1 

LGBT Youth Scotland 2 

 

2.29 In addition, seven young people were referred internally to other YoMo services.  
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3.3.3.3. Impact on programme participantsImpact on programme participantsImpact on programme participantsImpact on programme participants    

IntroductionIntroductionIntroductionIntroduction    

3.1 One of the main purposes of the evaluation was to determine the impact that YoMo is 

having on its participants. It was particularly important to GHSCP to understand this 

impact as YoMo expands its reach geographically. To inform this measurement of impact, 

the intention was to draw on data gathered by us through the evaluation interviews, data 

gathered by YoMo using the Upshot system, and through consultation with partner 

agencies and YoMo staff.  

3.2 As previously noted, we conducted interviews with YoMo staff, participants and partner 

organisations, all of whom were able to report on the benefits and impact of YoMo’s 

programmes. However, triangulating the evidence proved challenging as outcomes data 

is not currently being gathered sufficiently systematically by YoMo.  

3.3 While data is held on the progress of individuals through their programmes, this data is 

not recorded consistently, and there is no easy way of collating this information across 

participants or programmes. This is a significant challenge for the organisation and is 

hindering its ability to “prove” the impact that it is having and easily demonstrate this to 

external agencies. With the expansion of services into other areas of the city, and the 

subsequent growth of YoMo it is important that this be addressed as a priority. This has 

been discussed with YoMo and they understand the necessity to upgrade their 

monitoring and evaluation processes.  

3.4 The result of these gaps is that the information outlined in this chapter is largely based on 

information gathered through the evaluation and is therefore qualitative rather than 

quantitative and provides a snapshot of progress. However, given the frequency and 

consistency with which these outcomes were reported, it is likely than many of the other 

programme participants have also been similarly positively impacted by the programme. 

3.5 A new system of data collection was recently introduced for the Walk and Talk 

programme. As a result, we were able to examine some quantitative data for the month 

of October. While this is beginning to feel like a more consistent means of data collection, 

further work needs to be done to make this as useful as possible.  

Overview of outcomesOverview of outcomesOverview of outcomesOverview of outcomes    

3.6 It is clear from the qualitative research we conducted to inform this research that YoMo is 

having a substantive impact on the young people it supports and this can be clearly 

evidenced from interviews conducted with partner agencies and young people during the 

research. The outcomes being delivered can be summarised as follows: 

• Young people are less socially isolated than previously 

• Young people are more confident 
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• Young people have improved mental health and wellbeing 

• Young people have acquired new skills and are more employable 

3.7 These are expanded on in further detail in the next section: 

YYYYoung people are less socially isolated than previouslyoung people are less socially isolated than previouslyoung people are less socially isolated than previouslyoung people are less socially isolated than previously    

3.8 Staff and partner organisations emphasised the importance of YoMo in addressing social 

isolation amongst the young people they support. Many of the young people being 

referred to the service are completely socially isolated and are not in touch with any other 

services. Many have been subjected to bullying in a school environment or been socially 

isolated due to anxiety or a lack of confidence. 

“My granddaughter doesn’t do anything other than YoMo activi“My granddaughter doesn’t do anything other than YoMo activi“My granddaughter doesn’t do anything other than YoMo activi“My granddaughter doesn’t do anything other than YoMo activities. It’s her only social ties. It’s her only social ties. It’s her only social ties. It’s her only social 

contact.”contact.”contact.”contact.”    (Grandparent)(Grandparent)(Grandparent)(Grandparent)    

3.9 All of the young people we consulted during the research had been socially isolated at the 

point of referral to the programme, and all went on to say that YoMo had had a significant 

positive impact in this regard.  

“YoMo got me out of the house and means I now have social contact.”“YoMo got me out of the house and means I now have social contact.”“YoMo got me out of the house and means I now have social contact.”“YoMo got me out of the house and means I now have social contact.”    (Participant)(Participant)(Participant)(Participant)    

“YoMo has helped me get out of the house. They have given me someone to talk through “YoMo has helped me get out of the house. They have given me someone to talk through “YoMo has helped me get out of the house. They have given me someone to talk through “YoMo has helped me get out of the house. They have given me someone to talk through 

everything everything everything everything in my head each week. It is almost like therapy.”in my head each week. It is almost like therapy.”in my head each week. It is almost like therapy.”in my head each week. It is almost like therapy.”    (Participant)(Participant)(Participant)(Participant)    

3.10 The case study on the next page describes the impact of the programme on one 

participant’s social isolation. 
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Young people are more confidentYoung people are more confidentYoung people are more confidentYoung people are more confident    

3.11 A number of young people we consulted reported having improved confidence as a result 

of participating in YoMo activities. In addition, partner organisations and a grandparent 

consulted during the research, as well as YoMo staff, confirmed that this was a key impact 

of the programme.  

“It gets me out of the house and helps me see I’m not useless. I didn’t leave my “It gets me out of the house and helps me see I’m not useless. I didn’t leave my “It gets me out of the house and helps me see I’m not useless. I didn’t leave my “It gets me out of the house and helps me see I’m not useless. I didn’t leave my house for house for house for house for 

a year and now I come to this.”a year and now I come to this.”a year and now I come to this.”a year and now I come to this.”    (Participant)(Participant)(Participant)(Participant)    

“They managed to get “They managed to get “They managed to get “They managed to get herherherher    to eat in public with others for the first time. That was to eat in public with others for the first time. That was to eat in public with others for the first time. That was to eat in public with others for the first time. That was 

something she refused to do before.” (Partner)something she refused to do before.” (Partner)something she refused to do before.” (Partner)something she refused to do before.” (Partner)    

3.12 Young people gave examples of their enhanced confidence, including, for example, 

having the confidence to talk to other young people, try new activities, and travel on 

public transport on their own. 

“My confidence has spiked through the roo“My confidence has spiked through the roo“My confidence has spiked through the roo“My confidence has spiked through the rooffff. It has turned me into the person I am now.”. It has turned me into the person I am now.”. It has turned me into the person I am now.”. It has turned me into the person I am now.”    

(Participant)(Participant)(Participant)(Participant)    
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““““YoMo gives me lots of YoMo gives me lots of YoMo gives me lots of YoMo gives me lots of opportunities to try new things and gives me the opportunity and opportunities to try new things and gives me the opportunity and opportunities to try new things and gives me the opportunity and opportunities to try new things and gives me the opportunity and 

confidence to take part in new things like pottery & axe throwing, I wouldn’t have had the confidence to take part in new things like pottery & axe throwing, I wouldn’t have had the confidence to take part in new things like pottery & axe throwing, I wouldn’t have had the confidence to take part in new things like pottery & axe throwing, I wouldn’t have had the 

confidence to take part before YoMo, it’s helped me develop as a personconfidence to take part before YoMo, it’s helped me develop as a personconfidence to take part before YoMo, it’s helped me develop as a personconfidence to take part before YoMo, it’s helped me develop as a person.”.”.”.”    (Participant)(Participant)(Participant)(Participant)    

Young peopleYoung peopleYoung peopleYoung people    have improved mental healthhave improved mental healthhave improved mental healthhave improved mental health    and wellbeingand wellbeingand wellbeingand wellbeing    

3.13 Many of the young people we consulted reported having experienced issues with their 

mental health and wellbeing historically and spoke positively about the impact that YoMo 

had had on their mental health and wellbeing. For example, the young people we 

consulted reported improvements including a reduction in anxiety, finding coping 

mechanisms for ADHD, a more positive mindset, and improved confidence to engage 

with others: 

“I had severe anxiety disorder which has “I had severe anxiety disorder which has “I had severe anxiety disorder which has “I had severe anxiety disorder which has now almost completely disappeared.”now almost completely disappeared.”now almost completely disappeared.”now almost completely disappeared.”    

(Participant)(Participant)(Participant)(Participant)    

“I really don’t think I would be here without YoMo “I really don’t think I would be here without YoMo “I really don’t think I would be here without YoMo “I really don’t think I would be here without YoMo ––––    I was in a bad place and they helped I was in a bad place and they helped I was in a bad place and they helped I was in a bad place and they helped 

me get out of it.”me get out of it.”me get out of it.”me get out of it.”    (Participant)(Participant)(Participant)(Participant)    

“I needed a break from everything. I had just moved from London and I was being bul“I needed a break from everything. I had just moved from London and I was being bul“I needed a break from everything. I had just moved from London and I was being bul“I needed a break from everything. I had just moved from London and I was being bullied lied lied lied 

for being from London and being an immigrant. YoMo gave me support and gave me for being from London and being an immigrant. YoMo gave me support and gave me for being from London and being an immigrant. YoMo gave me support and gave me for being from London and being an immigrant. YoMo gave me support and gave me 

ways to be myself.”ways to be myself.”ways to be myself.”ways to be myself.”    (Participant)(Participant)(Participant)(Participant)    

““““I had alopecia, anxiety and depression, , I made friendships, I looked forward to days and I had alopecia, anxiety and depression, , I made friendships, I looked forward to days and I had alopecia, anxiety and depression, , I made friendships, I looked forward to days and I had alopecia, anxiety and depression, , I made friendships, I looked forward to days and 

day trips ahead with YoMo, my confidence has gday trips ahead with YoMo, my confidence has gday trips ahead with YoMo, my confidence has gday trips ahead with YoMo, my confidence has got better, and my anxiety has eased.ot better, and my anxiety has eased.ot better, and my anxiety has eased.ot better, and my anxiety has eased.””””    

(Participant)(Participant)(Participant)(Participant)    

    

Young people have acquired new skillsYoung people have acquired new skillsYoung people have acquired new skillsYoung people have acquired new skills    and are more employableand are more employableand are more employableand are more employable    

3.14 In addition to impacting on confidence, wellbeing and mental health, YoMo has also 

delivered on a range of harder outcomes including giving young people the opportunity 

to acquire new skills, progress into further education, and progress into employment. We 

heard numerous examples of young people participating in activities for the first time in 

their life, which in turn impacted their confidence to try other new activities.  

“It has made me do activities that I would never do myself like fitness classes or “It has made me do activities that I would never do myself like fitness classes or “It has made me do activities that I would never do myself like fitness classes or “It has made me do activities that I would never do myself like fitness classes or 

trampolining. It pushes me out of my comfort zone.”trampolining. It pushes me out of my comfort zone.”trampolining. It pushes me out of my comfort zone.”trampolining. It pushes me out of my comfort zone.”    (Participant)(Participant)(Participant)(Participant)    

“I now do Cadets and Health Champs.”“I now do Cadets and Health Champs.”“I now do Cadets and Health Champs.”“I now do Cadets and Health Champs.”    (Participant)(Participant)(Participant)(Participant)    

3.15 Another key theme emerging was the impact that YoMo has had on young people’s 

confidence and ability to travel independently, with some of those we interviewed 

describing how YoMo had accompanied them on public transport, or walking to school, 

until they were sufficiently confident to do this themselves.   

“I can now travel on transport on my own.”“I can now travel on transport on my own.”“I can now travel on transport on my own.”“I can now travel on transport on my own.”    (Participant)(Participant)(Participant)(Participant)    
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“Caitlin took my granddaughter on a bus and train. Within 6 weeks she could buy a ticket “Caitlin took my granddaughter on a bus and train. Within 6 weeks she could buy a ticket “Caitlin took my granddaughter on a bus and train. Within 6 weeks she could buy a ticket “Caitlin took my granddaughter on a bus and train. Within 6 weeks she could buy a ticket 

and travel herself.and travel herself.and travel herself.and travel herself.” (Grandparent)” (Grandparent)” (Grandparent)” (Grandparent)    

3.16 ““““Some young people also reported that YoMo had been instrumental in giving them the 

confidence they needed to take the next step towards further education. Others 

described employability skills they had acquired through attending YoMo programmes: 

“It’s really helped my confidence I would never hav“It’s really helped my confidence I would never hav“It’s really helped my confidence I would never hav“It’s really helped my confidence I would never have attended college without YoMo.”e attended college without YoMo.”e attended college without YoMo.”e attended college without YoMo.”    

(Participant)(Participant)(Participant)(Participant)    

“I have developed leadership skills, and presentation skills too.”“I have developed leadership skills, and presentation skills too.”“I have developed leadership skills, and presentation skills too.”“I have developed leadership skills, and presentation skills too.”    (Participant)(Participant)(Participant)(Participant)    

“The confidence I gained at YoMo helped to lead me to apply to college. I also got help “The confidence I gained at YoMo helped to lead me to apply to college. I also got help “The confidence I gained at YoMo helped to lead me to apply to college. I also got help “The confidence I gained at YoMo helped to lead me to apply to college. I also got help 

with my CV and college application.”with my CV and college application.”with my CV and college application.”with my CV and college application.”    (P(P(P(Participant)articipant)articipant)articipant)    

3.17 The case study that follows describes one YoMo participant’s journey. He described to us 

how the support he received from YoMo helped to improve his social interaction, gave 

him the confidence to leave the house and encouraged him to trying a range of new 

activities and develop new skills. He has undertaken a range of qualifications and is now 

working at a food bank, while continuing to participate as a Youth Health Champion with 

the hope that he can help others to have the same positive experience he did. 
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3.18 Suzanne, whose experience of receiving support from YoMo is described in the case 

study  that follows, also progressed to becoming a Youth Health Champion. She 

described how YoMo helped her to avoid some of the anti-social behaviour that was 

going on in her community; improved her confidence, and led to her gaining a range of 

qualifications, including her Gold Youth Achievement Award. 
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Unintended Unintended Unintended Unintended outcomesoutcomesoutcomesoutcomes    

3.19 YoMo has also delivered a range of unintended outcomes. These include: 

• providing respite to parents or grandparents who subsequently had more time to 

themselves;  

• supporting parents by attending appointments with their child when they have been 

unable to; 

• For some young people, YoMo has provided diversionary activities, which have 

prevented the young person from getting involved in anti-social behaviour; 

“My gran is really thankful for YoMo. It stopped me going down a bad path.”“My gran is really thankful for YoMo. It stopped me going down a bad path.”“My gran is really thankful for YoMo. It stopped me going down a bad path.”“My gran is really thankful for YoMo. It stopped me going down a bad path.”    (Participant)(Participant)(Participant)(Participant)    

• The Walk and Talk programme has provided the additional benefit of helping young 

people to stay fit. 

• Providing support to parents about other services they can access for support. 
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““““Hannah has given Hannah has given Hannah has given Hannah has given memememe    information about where to join autistic support groups information about where to join autistic support groups information about where to join autistic support groups information about where to join autistic support groups 

specifically for parents.specifically for parents.specifically for parents.specifically for parents.””””    (Participant)(Participant)(Participant)(Participant)    

Key factors for successKey factors for successKey factors for successKey factors for success    

3.20 In conducting this evaluation, we identified a range of factors which are key to YoMo’s 

success in delivering outcomes for a very socially isolated and vulnerable group of young 

people.  These are illustrated below and described further in the next section. 

 

Responsiveness of staff to young people’s needs 

3.21 All participants in the research referred to the high level of responsiveness of YoMo staff 

in meeting young people’s needs. Participants are treated as individuals, there is a 

significant level of 1:1 support, and solutions are tailored to each individuals’ needs. Staff 

spend significant time following up on issues, advocating for young people they support, 

and developing relationships with other professionals involved with the young person (for 

example, housing partners). 

3.22 This is a real strength of the organisation and those partners we consulted reported that 

this is not replicated to the same extent in other organisations in the areas in which YoMo 

works. 

Flexibility of timing of participation and of location 

3.23 While group activities are delivered at set points throughout the week, Walk and Talk is 

delivered fully flexibly, meaning that young people can arrange to meet YoMo staff at a 

time and place that suits them. Partners emphasised how important this was in 

encouraging young people to take part, and in retaining them on the programme. 

Short timeframe between referral and starting on the programmes 

3.24 Partner organisations noted that young people move very quickly from the point of 

referral to joining the programme and that this is an important factor in encouraging their 
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participation. They described this timeframe positively compared to other organisations, 

such as CAMHS, that have far longer lag times between referral and support starting. 

Partners noted that having longer gaps between referral and starting can exacerbate 

mental health issues and can result in the young person losing interest and disengaging. 

Wider age range than many other programmes 

3.25 Young people can participate in YoMo’s mental health and Health Champions 

programmes from 12 years to 25 years. This is a wider age range than many service 

providers located in the geographical areas covered by YoMo and is welcomed by local 

partners. 

Exit and completion is participant-led 

3.26 Young people can remain with YoMo until their 25th birthday. Within that timeframe, they 

can remain with the programmes for as long as they feel they are gaining benefit. Exit 

and completion timeframes are dictated by the young person in discussion with YoMo 

staff. 

Potential challenges and aPotential challenges and aPotential challenges and aPotential challenges and areas for improvementreas for improvementreas for improvementreas for improvement    

3.27 Some of the enablers outlined above also have the potential to raise some challenges in 

implementation, which we have outlined below: 

Fluctuating capacity 

3.28 Fluctuating capacity as young people dip in and out can be a challenge for managing 

capacity effectively. Monitoring numbers of participants and sessions regularly and over 

an extended period of time and comparing this data to the capacity available through the 

organisation, will give a good indication of the resources required annually. This may also 

inform the extent to which volunteers are required. 

Dependency 

3.29 With the current model, there is a risk that young people become too dependent on 

certain members of staff, or on the service more generally. One young person we 

interviewed, for example, described one of the key workers at YoMo as her only friend. 

This risk is higher with regards to the Walk and Talk programme which involves one-to-

one support. Whilst this type of support also has many positive benefits, over-

dependence is a risk as it could leave the young person feeling isolated again should that 

member of staff leave.  This is something that should be monitored to ensure that young 

people are given the support they need to help them to move on. It is also important to 

monitor how long participants have received support from YoMo and develop a 

progression plan for them when appropriate. 
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Monitoring and evaluation 

3.30 As noted in the introduction to this chapter, monitoring and evaluation data is currently 

inconsistent and inadequate. This needs to be improved as a priority to provide the 

organisation with better management information, and to provide evidence to future 

funders of the impact they are having. 

3.31 In addition to these challenges, and while feedback was overwhelmingly positive, 

participants in the research raised a small number of areas of improvement for 

consideration by YoMo: 

• one participant felt that it would be beneficial to the organisation if they were to 

recruit more male staff to support young male participants. 

• research participants felt that more awareness raising was required to ensure that 

YoMo has as wide a reach as possible. 

• some young people felt the rooms that they held sessions in at YoMo would benefit 

from being upgraded, and a larger room would sometimes suit the activities better. 

• one participant highlighted the issue of travel to and from YoMo and would welcome 

the introduction of support to ensure safe travel home for participants. 
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4.4.4.4. Youth Health ChampionsYouth Health ChampionsYouth Health ChampionsYouth Health Champions    

4.1 In addition to evaluating the effectiveness of YoMo’s mental health programmes, we 

conducted research to assess the impact of the Youth Health Champions programme. In 

this chapter, we provide separate data which informed that assessment, including an 

overview of the programme, experiences of taking part, and the impact of the 

programme on participants. 

4.2 Much of the information provided in previous chapters is equally relevant to the Youth 

Health Champions. For example, presenting issues are the same as many of the young 

people progress from the mental health programmes onto Youth Health Champions. We 

have not repeated this information here.  

Programme overviewProgramme overviewProgramme overviewProgramme overview    

4.3 Youth Health Champions, which was set up in 2018 and was developed out of demand 

established through a peer education programme being run by YoMo, provides young 

people aged 12-25 years with the opportunity to undertake volunteering in the role of a 

Youth Health Champion peer educator. It aims to support young people in promoting 

health awareness and behaviour change within their local community. Young people 

often join YoMo to take part in another programme and then progress on to become a 

Youth Health Champion once they have developed the confidence to do so. Youth Health 

Champions groups meet weekly. 

4.4 As Health Champions, young people are trained as peer educators to deliver sessions to 

other groups in their community. They also complete Health Issues in the Community 

(HIIC) training to gain a deeper understanding of how health issues affect different 

communities. The group participates in activities related to health topics that are of 

interest to them e.g. food poverty, alcohol awareness, eating disorders. Mental health is 

at the core of the programme and volunteers and young people engage with the 

NHSGGCs Healthy Minds resource. During their time as a Youth Health Champion group, 

participants have the opportunity to create a resource (or several) to raise awareness on a 

health topic of their choice. 

4.5 YHCs are offered a range of training and support that helps them to gain skills, 

knowledge and experience. They are then supported to use their new skills to design, 

deliver and implement health and wellbeing programmes and ideas to their peers and 

local community.  Young people also have the opportunity to complete qualifications as 

part of their volunteering journey as YHCs which can help them to improve their 

employability. Through the YHC programme, young people gain a Saltire Award for their 

volunteering hours and also have the opportunity to undertake a Dynamic Youth or Youth 

Achievement Award.  Participants in the programme are also provided with tailored, 1:1 

support by YoMo staff as they progress through the programme.  
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Personal Development PlansPersonal Development PlansPersonal Development PlansPersonal Development Plans    (PDP(PDP(PDP(PDPssss))))    

4.6 Each young person involved in the Youth Health Champions programme is provided with 

a personal development plan. They work with a member of YoMo staff to define what 

they are actually looking to achieve as part of their involvement with YHC and this informs 

the development of their PDP.  

4.7 This may include achieving formal qualifications such as the Dynamic Youth or Youth 

Achievement awards or achieving softer outcomes such as acquiring new knowledge, 

increasing their confidence and becoming more socially engaged. The PDP is discussed 

with each young person at regular intervals and is used to support the young person to 

reflect on their involvement with YHC. 

Participation ratesParticipation ratesParticipation ratesParticipation rates    

4.8 To date, 40 young people have participated in the Youth Health Champions programme 

in the East of Glasgow, and 18 young people have taken part in the North of Glasgow.  

Table Table Table Table 4444: : : : Youth Health Champions Youth Health Champions Youth Health Champions Youth Health Champions ----    Participant NumbersParticipant NumbersParticipant NumbersParticipant Numbers****        

Year East North 

2017-18 6 0 

2018-19 20 6 

2019-20 24 19 

2020-21 20 17 

2021-22 22 11 

2022-23 (to date) 20 9 

*The table includes 14 participants twice as they participated over more than one year. 

ImpactImpactImpactImpact    

4.9 As with YoMo’s mental health programmes, the Youth Health Champions programme has 

had a significant impact on participants and all the participants we consulted during the 

evaluation were overwhelmingly positive about their experiences of taking part. 

4.10 Many of those we interviewed had been involved with Health Champions for a number of 

years, and had been involved in a range of activities including supporting the local 

community with issues like broken glass and poor transport, designing health leaflets, 

e.g. on alcohol, and on mental health and anxiety; speaking at COP 26;  

“It’s really well suited to young people. It can help bring a community together, and it stops “It’s really well suited to young people. It can help bring a community together, and it stops “It’s really well suited to young people. It can help bring a community together, and it stops “It’s really well suited to young people. It can help bring a community together, and it stops 

violence happening violence happening violence happening violence happening by pushing people onto the right path. It prevents them moving into by pushing people onto the right path. It prevents them moving into by pushing people onto the right path. It prevents them moving into by pushing people onto the right path. It prevents them moving into 

crime.”crime.”crime.”crime.”    (Participant)(Participant)(Participant)(Participant)    
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Impact on mental health and wellbeing 

4.11 Like the mental health and wellbeing programmes described earlier in the report, the 

Youth Health Champions programme has had a substantive impact on young people’s 

confidence and mental health, with all of those we interviewed citing these as key 

outcomes.  

4.12 Many noted how much they liked the opportunity to meet new people and make friends 

and the value they felt creating information materials that help people. It is clear that an 

important outcome being delivered by the programme is a significant reduction in social 

isolation for those taking part. 

4.13 Many of those we consulted also spoke of the positive impact of the programme on their 

mental health, and their confidence – both socially and in relation to trying out new 

activities. 

“I even put my hand up more in class now.” (Participant)“I even put my hand up more in class now.” (Participant)“I even put my hand up more in class now.” (Participant)“I even put my hand up more in class now.” (Participant)    

4.14 Some participants also emphasised the value they get from helping others who may be 

experiencing similar issues to them. This is made possible through activities such as 

developing leaflets that inform young people about health and wellbeing-related issues. 

For example, one of the Health Champions groups developed an alcohol awareness 

leaflet which they completed in January 2022, and it was published in May 2022 and have 

now progressed onto developing an anxiety awareness pack.  

4.15 Young people are heavily involved in determining the areas that their group focuses on 

and, for example, one group decided to develop a resource which raises awareness of 

what anxiety is and provides coping strategies and support. The first draft of this 

resource was completed in December 2022.  

“Making the leaflet has helped get all my worries off my chest and down on a“Making the leaflet has helped get all my worries off my chest and down on a“Making the leaflet has helped get all my worries off my chest and down on a“Making the leaflet has helped get all my worries off my chest and down on a    leaflet and leaflet and leaflet and leaflet and 

this hopefully helps others when they read it. Meeting new people, doing something new this hopefully helps others when they read it. Meeting new people, doing something new this hopefully helps others when they read it. Meeting new people, doing something new this hopefully helps others when they read it. Meeting new people, doing something new 

feels good. Making the leaflet knowing that you are helping others going through similar feels good. Making the leaflet knowing that you are helping others going through similar feels good. Making the leaflet knowing that you are helping others going through similar feels good. Making the leaflet knowing that you are helping others going through similar 

situations makes you feel good about yourself, I am now doing sometsituations makes you feel good about yourself, I am now doing sometsituations makes you feel good about yourself, I am now doing sometsituations makes you feel good about yourself, I am now doing something that helps hing that helps hing that helps hing that helps 

others. Confidence has improved, I go out now, I have met new people and I get the bus.”others. Confidence has improved, I go out now, I have met new people and I get the bus.”others. Confidence has improved, I go out now, I have met new people and I get the bus.”others. Confidence has improved, I go out now, I have met new people and I get the bus.”    

(Participant)(Participant)(Participant)(Participant)    

““““YoMo mYoMo mYoMo mYoMo massively improved my anxiety and has helped build my confidence so that I can assively improved my anxiety and has helped build my confidence so that I can assively improved my anxiety and has helped build my confidence so that I can assively improved my anxiety and has helped build my confidence so that I can 

now help others. YoMonow help others. YoMonow help others. YoMonow help others. YoMo    creates a safe environment, makes you feel OK and that it is OK not creates a safe environment, makes you feel OK and that it is OK not creates a safe environment, makes you feel OK and that it is OK not creates a safe environment, makes you feel OK and that it is OK not 

to be OKto be OKto be OKto be OK.”.”.”.”    (Participant)(Participant)(Participant)(Participant)    

4.16 The programme has given some of its participants the opportunity to build their 

confidence and step out of their comfort zone. One participant, for example, had the 

opportunity to take part in activities during COP 26. Their experiences of taking part are 

illustrated in the infographic overleaf: 
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Impact on skills and achievement of qualifications 

4.17 In addition to impacting on young people’s mental health and wellbeing the Youth Health 

Champions programme has given young people the opportunity to develop skills and 

achieve accreditation for the activities they have participated in which has been an 

important validation of their efforts.  

“Health Champs helped me a lot“Health Champs helped me a lot“Health Champs helped me a lot“Health Champs helped me a lot. Given me more confidence to go on training days, join . Given me more confidence to go on training days, join . Given me more confidence to go on training days, join . Given me more confidence to go on training days, join 

workshops, be part of a team, I have become more knowledgeable.”workshops, be part of a team, I have become more knowledgeable.”workshops, be part of a team, I have become more knowledgeable.”workshops, be part of a team, I have become more knowledgeable.”    (Participant)(Participant)(Participant)(Participant)    

4.18 Importantly, especially for the older participants, these activities, and receiving 

accreditation for some of them, has had a direct impact on their employability and will 
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stand them in good stead when pursuing future opportunities, including employment or 

further education. 

4.19 Table 4 gives an overview of the training and qualifications that Youth Health Champions 

have had the opportunity to participate in since the programme began: 

Table Table Table Table 5:5:5:5:    Participation rate in Participation rate in Participation rate in Participation rate in Youth Health Champions Training OpportunitiesYouth Health Champions Training OpportunitiesYouth Health Champions Training OpportunitiesYouth Health Champions Training Opportunities    

between 2018 and 2022between 2018 and 2022between 2018 and 2022between 2018 and 2022    

Type of Type of Type of Type of training/qualificationtraining/qualificationtraining/qualificationtraining/qualification    Numbers completing Numbers completing Numbers completing Numbers completing between 2018 and between 2018 and between 2018 and between 2018 and 

2022202220222022    

YoMo’s Peer Education Training 41 

Health Issues in the Community (HIIC) 

(Short course) 

21  

NHS Healthy Minds- Mental Health  

Awareness, 

Sleep & Mental Health, Loneliness &  

Isolation 

51  

 

First Aid Ready 

 

15 

Simon Community - Homeless Awareness 

Training 

12 

LGBT Awareness 19 

Saltire Award 53 accredited 

Dynamic Youth Award (SCQF Level 3) 21 accredited 

Bronze Youth Achievement Award (SCQF 

Level 4) 

10 

Silver Youth Achievement Award (SCQF 

Level 5) 

4 

 

4.20 Youth Health Champions have also had the opportunity to undertake volunteering, which 

a number of those we consulted reported having taken part in. These included 

volunteering for Young Scot, volunteering for #I Will (an organisation that support young 

people’s voices being heard), and one participant running a summer programme for 

younger children. Some have received awards for their volunteering efforts, including one 

participant we consulted who had received an award for undertaking 100 hours of 

volunteering. 
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Other impacts 

4.21 Participants we consulted referred to a range of other impacts and achievements 

delivered through the Youth Health Champions programme including developing 

leadership skills and learning to ride a bike. These are good examples of the diversity and 

tailored nature of the outcomes that the programme is delivering. 

4.22 In addition, some young people referred to other activities they had become involved in 

outside YoMo as a result of their experiences and increased confidence. These included 

taking part in participatory budgeting and taking on the role of a Young Food 

Ambassador. 
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5.5.5.5. Cost/benefit analysisCost/benefit analysisCost/benefit analysisCost/benefit analysis    

5.1 There is currently insufficient clarity of data to conduct a comprehensive cost/benefit 

analysis. However, we have been able to review the running costs for the mental health 

and wellbeing programmes, and the Youth Health Champions and measure these against 

the number of participants in the programme to provide an approximate cost per head 

estimate.   

5.2 YoMo currently receives Glasgow City Health Improvement Team North-East funding of 

££££5555555580808080 and some £3,000 from the Young Start Fund to cover costs up until end of March 

2023 for Youth Health outcomes. This forms part of a total spend (excluding evaluation) 

of £32,180£32,180£32,180£32,180.  The remainder of total spend comes from Glasgow City HSCP, funded 

through the Scottish Government’s Community Mental Health and Wellbeing Supports 

and Services Framework.  

5.3 In addition, YoMo receives a further £5000 from the Big Lottery’s Community Fund for 

Walk and Talk. This gives total costs across these programmes of ££££40,40,40,40,180180180180.  

5.4 The table below shows the cost per young person for mental health and wellbeing 

programme activities up to the end of September 2022: 

Table 6Table 6Table 6Table 6: Cost per young person : Cost per young person : Cost per young person : Cost per young person ––––    Mental Health & Wellbeing programmeMental Health & Wellbeing programmeMental Health & Wellbeing programmeMental Health & Wellbeing programme    

ProgrammeProgrammeProgrammeProgramme    Number of young people Number of young people Number of young people Number of young people 

supportedsupportedsupportedsupported    

Cost per young personCost per young personCost per young personCost per young person    

(pro(pro(pro(pro----ratratratrateeeed d d d to the six to the six to the six to the six 

month period covered by month period covered by month period covered by month period covered by 

this evaluation)this evaluation)this evaluation)this evaluation)****    

Walk and Talk 28 £190 

Art Therapy 79 £87 

Your Resilience 16 £311 

*We have apportioned the funding from the Young Start Fund equally across all young 

people who have completed the programme 

5.5 The table below illustrates the cost per young person of delivering the Youth Health 

Champions programme.  
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Table 7Table 7Table 7Table 7: Cost per young person : Cost per young person : Cost per young person : Cost per young person ––––    delivering of Youth Champions programmedelivering of Youth Champions programmedelivering of Youth Champions programmedelivering of Youth Champions programme    

ProgrammeProgrammeProgrammeProgramme    Number of young people Number of young people Number of young people Number of young people 

supportedsupportedsupportedsupported    

Cost per young person Cost per young person Cost per young person Cost per young person 

completing training completing training completing training completing training inininin    the the the the 

six month period covered six month period covered six month period covered six month period covered 

by this evaluationby this evaluationby this evaluationby this evaluation****    

Youth Health Champions 12 £249 

*We have apportioned the funding from the Young Start Fund equally across all young 

people who have completed the programme 

5.6 We know from discussions with staff that there is overlap in young people supported 

between programmes so an overall cost per young person supported is not able to be 

calculated accurately with the data currently available. 

5.7 In addition to the costs outline above, YoMo is in receipt of funding for a range of other 

services. These include funding through Cash for Kids to provide a school holiday 

programme, and poverty relief interventions provided at Christmas time. These other 

services are available to the young people taking part in the Mental Health and Wellbeing 

programme and Youth Health Champions programme and add value to the overall 

support able to be offered to them. 
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6.6.6.6. Conclusions and recommendationsConclusions and recommendationsConclusions and recommendationsConclusions and recommendations    

6.1 YoMo’s Mental Health and Wellbeing programme, which incorporates the Walk and Talk 

programme, Your Resilience Programme, and Art for Communication and Wellbeing, 

offers a range of opportunities to young people aged 12-25 years which aim to improve 

their confidence, mental health and wellbeing, and provide them with knowledge and 

skills. The vast majority of participants live in areas of multiple deprivation and face 

multiple challenges in their lives. The Mental Health and Wellbeing programme was 

developed in response to the Coronavirus pandemic and its impact on young people’s 

mental health and wellbeing. It launched in March 2022 and developed rapidly in 

response to need.  

6.2 This evaluation examined the effectiveness of the Mental Health and Wellbeing 

programme and in addition, evaluated the impact of YoMo’s Youth Health Champions 

programme, which has been operational since 2018.  

6.3 Overall, feedback about both programmes is overwhelmingly positive and the services 

being offered is meeting a demand in the areas they serve. They are highly valued local 

services. There is evidence that the programme is more flexible in its delivery model than 

other local services, allowing a wider age range of young people to receive support, and 

delivering support, through Walk and Talk in particular, at a time and in a location suited 

to each young person. The approach taken is highly supportive and flexible to encourage 

participation. Overall, there is a sense from partner organisations and the young people 

themselves that the programmes being offered are able to be tailored to individual need 

to a greater extent than some other local services. 

6.4 In addition, partners spoke positively about YoMo’s ability to respond to referrals quickly, 

with young people able to start to receive support very shortly after being referred to 

them. 

6.5 However, the full value of the programmes being offered has been difficult to measure 

due to limitations with data collection. This is in part due to the rapid expansion of the 

programme within a short period of time but there is now an urgent need for YoMo to 

improve its recording of data to ensure that information related to delivery and impact 

can be easily extracted and analysed. Information is currently being gathered, but it is 

being recorded in inconsistent ways which has made analysis of quantitative and impact 

data for this evaluation challenging. 

Demand for servicesDemand for servicesDemand for servicesDemand for services    

6.6 There has been a strong demand for the programmes being offered and the organisation 

is approaching the point where a waiting list may be necessary. YoMo’s recent expansion 

into North-West Glasgow has been successful, with strong indications of a need for this 

type of support in this area. As highlighted in the body of this report, record keeping is 

currently inconsistent and difficult to extrapolate by programme or area. In future, it will 

be important to keep clear records of the home postcodes of all participants on each 
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programme to ensure that there is a clear understanding of where the programme is 

putting its resources, and that this information can be easily extracted from Upshot. 

6.7 Likewise, it is important that YoMo keeps a clear and easily accessible record of the date 

and location of all sessions that they run in order that this too can be tracked over time. 

6.8 The current levels of demand are putting pressure on staffing resources, and as a result 

YoMo is currently exploring opportunities to build its capacity through the use of 

volunteers, particularly in relation to the Walk and Talk programme. This has significant 

potential and Walk and Talk is a delivery model which would lend itself well to the use of 

volunteers. However, managing volunteers and ensuring that quality of provision is 

maintained can be challenging and it will be important for YoMo to access support 

available through organisations such as Volunteer Scotland to develop this model 

effectively. 

Added valueAdded valueAdded valueAdded value    

6.9 Those partner organisations consulted during the research confirmed that YoMo provides 

services which are additional to other services available in their areas of operation. YoMo 

is reaching young people who are highly vulnerable and socially isolated, and who are not 

willing or able to access other services available. They have little or no waiting times for 

services and are able to work with a wide age range of participants. 

6.10 The flexible, responsive delivery models being employed by YoMo is central to this added 

value, as is the flexibility in relation to duration of support which is driven by the young 

people themselves (up until their 25th birthday). 

6.11 While this flexibility and long period of support is a real selling point of the programmes 

YoMo offers, this model does present some risk that participants become too dependent 

on YoMo and on particular members of staff within the organisation. This is something 

the organisation should be conscious of avoiding. Support to progress onto other 

opportunities is a feature of YoMo’s work and it is important that this remains a goal for 

the young people they support.   

6.12 Overall, YoMo is making a contribution to the mental health support landscape which 

complements other services being delivered in its areas of operation. 

Challenges in deliveryChallenges in deliveryChallenges in deliveryChallenges in delivery    

6.13 YoMo’s services have expanded rapidly in response to needs arising from the pandemic. 

This has resulted in the organisation needing to develop its capacity at pace, and in doing 

so some challenges in implementation have been encountered. The greatest challenge 

has occurred in relation to monitoring and evaluation which has not kept pace with these 

changes. There is now an urgent need for YoMo to improve its recording of data to 

ensure that information related to delivery and impact can be easily extracted and 

analysed. Information is currently being gathered, but it is being recorded in inconsistent 

ways which has made analysis of quantitative and impact data for this evaluation 
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challenging. YoMo recognises these challenges and is now in the process of improving 

their monitoring and evaluation systems. 

6.14 The very individualised approach taken, and the long period of support available to young 

people, is a real selling point of the programmes YoMo offers. However, the ways in 

which this model is being delivered does present some risk that participants become too 

dependent on YoMo and on particular members of staff within the organisation. This is 

something the organisation should be conscious of avoiding. Support to progress onto 

other opportunities is a feature of YoMo’s work and it is important that this remains a 

goal for the young people they support.   

ImpactImpactImpactImpact    

6.15 Qualitative feedback gathered through interviews with staff, participants and partner 

organisations through this evaluation shows that the programmes being offered by YoMo  

have had a significant impact on the participating young people. 

6.16 YoMo does not currently have one consistent set of outcomes that each programme is 

working to achieve and we would encourage them to establish these for future. However, 

it is clear from conversations with staff that the main focus of their work is on reducing 

social isolation and improving mental health and wellbeing. From the research, we were 

able to identify four key outcomes which are being delivered across the programmes 

currently. These are: 

• Young people are less socially isolated than previously 

• Young people are more confident 

• Young people have improved mental health and wellbeing 

• Young people have acquired new skills and are more employable 

6.17 There is ample anecdotal evidence that these are being successfully delivered, as 

illustrated in the cases studies included in this report, but it is important that YoMo now 

develops a data recording system that allows these outcomes to be measured and 

captured robustly and in a way which can be easily demonstrated to funders in future. If 

this is not done as a priority, the organisation risks not being able to evidence the 

substantive impact that it is having on young people. Discussions during the evaluation 

indicate that there is a keenness to put in place new systems to ensure impact can be 

more easily evidenced in future. 

6.18 Below, we set out recommendations that will help to ensure that the organisation 

continues to build on the success it has had to date as it expands its services more 

widely: 

Recommendation 1:Recommendation 1:Recommendation 1:Recommendation 1:    Continue to develop the model of using volunteers to deliver support 

through Walk and Talk, drawing on external support to ensure that volunteers have the skills and 
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confidence to undertake their role effectively. It will be important to ensure that volunteers also 

have the confidence and skills to enable them to collect monitoring data on behalf of YoMo. 

Recommendation 2:Recommendation 2:Recommendation 2:Recommendation 2: Agree a set of outcomes for YoMo as a whole, and for each individual 

programme. We anticipate that there will be significant overlap between these outcomes, which 

could be informed by those outcomes we have identified in this report. 

Recommendation 3:Recommendation 3:Recommendation 3:Recommendation 3: Develop a monitoring and evaluation plan that is outcomes-focussed and 

includes timeframes for data collection, and clarity in relation to responsibilities for data 

collection. The monitoring and evaluation plan should include: 

• Outcomes (changes the programme wishes to effect) 

• Indicators (measure which show whether the programme is achieving the desired 

change) whether the project is achieving the desired change) 

• Activities (what is being delivered to achieve outcomes) 

• Sources of evidence (which will prove that outcomes are being delivered) 

• Evaluation methods  

• Staff responsible for undertaking monitoring tasks 

Recommendation 4:Recommendation 4:Recommendation 4:Recommendation 4: Introduce a robust, consistent process for establishing a baseline position 

with regards to YoMo’s outcomes when a participant first joins a YoMo programme and use this 

as the basis for measuring progress against at regular intervals (to be agreed and may vary by 

programme). 

Recommendation Recommendation Recommendation Recommendation 5555:::: Overhaul Upshot to ensure that the following data (at minimum) is regularly 

and systematically collected in that location (currently data is being collected, but it is not 

systematic or in one place): 

Participant data:Participant data:Participant data:Participant data:    

• Participant start date with YoMo 

• Participant end date with YoMo 

• Participant date of birth 

• Participant address and postcode 

• Source of referral 

• Reasons for referral 

• Participant data on protected characteristics 

• Programmes that participant takes part in and number of sessions they attend for 

each programme 
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• Benchmarking data on outcomes when participant joins programme 

• Data on progress against outcomes by programme (frequency of outcomes data 

collection to be decided by YoMo but we would suggest every three or six months 

depending on duration on the programme) 

• Information relating to onward referral 

Programme data:Programme data:Programme data:Programme data:    

• Dates and times of sessions by programme 

• Locations of sessions 

• Number of participants in each session 

• Outcomes data by programme (aggregated up from participant outcomes data) 

• Costs per programme 

    

Recommendation Recommendation Recommendation Recommendation 6666:::: Continue to build the profile of YoMo in local communities by building on 

the awareness raising activities already being undertaken with partner organisations. 

 

Recommendation 7:Recommendation 7:Recommendation 7:Recommendation 7: Continue to develop relationships with partner organisations in areas of 

operation to ensure a wide range of referral routes into and out of YoMo.    


